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Product / Shelter/Storage / Four Seasons

FOUR SEASONS
Thomas Bernstrand

The Four Seasons parasol is a sturdy year-round design that deflects the heat of the sun and 

provides shelter from the rain. Made from pieces of sheet steel centred around a steel post, the 

parasol bolts securely to the ground to withstand gusts of wind. Designed with a striking profile 

that tilts away from the base, the parasol adds a contemporary element to gardens and 

courtyards, or any environment where shelter and shade are needed.

Circumference: 239 cm / 208 cm

Height: 255 cm

Weight: 100 kg

Diameter of support post: 60 cm 

U10-00 Four Seasons parasoll. 

B11-06 Tilläggskostnad byte av färg.

Nedgjutningsstos: U10-00 STOS

Delivered in parts for assembly on site.

The parasol is available in standard colour yellow 

RAL 1023. Other colours are available for an 

additional fee.

The parasol is made in 1.5 mm aluminium sheet 

steel. The post and top-cap are made in 5 mm steel 

sheet and the base is made in 10 mm sheet steel. 

The protective flaps fitted along the parasol's edge 

are made in silicone. All steel parts are zinc-

electroplated, chromed and powder-coated.
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NOLA INDUSTRIER AB

For 40 years, Nola Industrier has developed and honed ideas, products and visions for urban spaces. 
We collaborates with Sweden’s leading designers and architects from concept to manufacture, with 
sustainable production taking place exclusively in Sweden. Nola stands for quality, aesthetic and 
sustainable design over time. We make urban environments a little bit more beautiful, and a whole lot 
easier to live in.

Head office:
Nola Industrier AB, Box 17701, Repslagargatan 15b, 118 39 Stockholm, Sweden, T +46 (0) 8-702 1960, F +46 
(0) 8-702 1962, headoffice@nola.se

Customer service / showroom / export / press:
Skeppsbron 3, 211 20 Malmö, Sweden, T: +46 (0) 40 171 190, Orderfax: +46 (0) 40 127 545, order@nola.se, 
nola.se

Subscribe to our newsletter:

G = Yellow RAL 1023

V = White RAL 9010

The base bolts to concrete.

Clean with mild detergent.

This striking year-round parasol deflects the heat of 

the sun and provides shelter from wind and rain.
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